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Fusion reactors need to achieve many things simultaneously – this is integration. 

Embracing it is part of the transition the fusion community is now making, and it brings 

opportunities as well as challenges: a better solution or more margin in one technical or 

operation area could enable/be enabled by a simply adequate solution in another. 

The plasma and technology integration issues are separately quite well known, e.g. for the 

plasma we need a high performance stable controllable core coupled with an effective exhaust 

of helium and heat (which probably means high radiative power via controlled impurities, 

detachment, and no ELMs). For the technology we need long-life plasma facing components; 

blankets with adequate tritium breeding and efficient power generation, all with neutron 

resilience and maintainable in short shutdowns, as well as a robust magnet and load assembly. 

Combining all these has been intrinsic to ITER and is a focus of the European DEMO 

programme, for example plasmas with exhaust power density within known technology limits; 

load assembly and ancillaries capable of surviving plasma disruptions (alongside techniques to 

avoid disruptions). There are also less obvious but interesting integration aspects: 

− plasma neutrons heat the blanket steel improving its resilience to neutron damage  

− inhomogeneities in ferromagnetic blanket steel create error fields affecting the plasma  

− first wall and divertor choices link to tritium breeding and maintainability  

− plasma start up, ramp down and excursions can be enabled by storage or the grid  

− assurance of control and disruption management can be eased (if needed) by allowing 

low current and field with suitable heating and current drive systems before DT phases. 

 

A key element of an integrated solution is a measure of its robustness or confidence when 

the empirical demonstration may be very limited at the point at which design decisions need to 

be made. This and the multiple interactions could be assisted by a new generation of systems 

codes that combine integration with sufficiently high fidelity to estimate the uncertainty and to 

identify/accommodate novel plasma and technology solutions. Theory and modelling will 

therefore be central, including approaches to uncertainty quantification and propagation. Our 

ability to find good robust solutions will improve as we gain and include more knowledge. 
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